NAZMIN CHOWDHURY
JUNIOR INTERIOR
DESIGNER
PERSONAL STATEMENT
Recently completed my Interior Design BA (Hons)
degree at the University of Huddersfield where
I honed my technical skills including CAD and
model making skills. Demonstrated my ability to
create innovative concepts, Produce high quality
visuals by utilising Sketchup and photoshop.
Ability to adapt quickly and think creatively
to solve problems. I have a strong work ethic
and determined to succeed in everything I do. I
am looking for a job opportunity to work along
professionals to further develop my skills. Given
the opportunity I can add invaluable, innovative
ideas to your company.

CONTACT ME VIA
Phone: 07751 186473

E-mail: Nazminn.chowdhury@gmail.com

EMPLOYMENT WHILST STUDYING
October 2018 - January 2020
Company: Leeds UOTC
Job Title: Officer Cadet
This job pushed me to further improve:

Excellent planning and organisation- Making detailed
notes in order of importance made sure every goal was
accomplished in good timing. This skill helped me to
effectively manage my time so that I can meet work goals
as well as University project deadlines.

Education

Teamwork- Working brilliantly within a group when under
pressure was demonstrated during field exercises.

Degree | 2018-2021| The University of Huddersfield

Problem solving- Ability to produce solutions to speed up
processes and to use time efficiently.

A-Levels | 2016-2018 | Carlton Bolling college
Level 3 diplomas all D*- C
Photography - B

Communication- Listening, written and communication
skills were further advanced at this company as this skill
was vital to be successful in the mission.

GCSE | 2011-2016 | Carlton Bolling College
All A*-C including Maths and English
Art- A*

WORK EXPERIENCE
2017 | July
Feversham College
Collaborated with teaching professionals. Exceeded in
delivering lessons to large groups of students by being
able to communicate professionally and clearly. Exhibited
my ability to be flexible with my duties, positive attitude
towards working with staff and students.

SOFTWARE SKILLS

EXTRA CURRICULUM

SKILLS
Concept/ developing ideas
Rendering/ creating strong visuals
Critical thinking
Problem solving/ creative solutions
Public speaking
Research
Spatial awareness

2017 | October - November
National Citizen Service
Responsible for creating a social action project for Wyke
children’s community center within a limited budget to
make a difference for the children’s education as well as
inspiring them to take care of their health. During this
voluntary service I was able to communicate effectively to
others on the team about project ideas, resulting in project
to be successful. Additionally, I was able to gain trust of the
staff at the community center, the children, and the other
Volunteers through my friendly and honest nature.

